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Quick Definition
Social impact or “...‘social value’ refers to 
wider non-financial impacts of 
programmes, organisations and 
interventions, including the wellbeing of 
individuals and communities, social 
capital and the  environment.”
• Measuring Social Value, Claudia Wood and Daniel Leighton -

Demos, www.demos.co.uk, 2010, p. 20



When I say ‘social impact’ 
what do you think of?

• What’s the point? 

• What’s it all for? 

• Who is it for? 

• Why would we do it? 

• How might it help us? 

• How might it hinder us?



• To build teams and increase morale

• To stop or reduce ‘mission drift’

• To encourage innovation

• To encourage knowledge sharing

• To inform strategy and improve performance

• To better allocate (scarce) resources

• To stimulate impact measurement

• To keep up with changing expectations of 
funders and commissioners
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FLIPCHARTS
• In groups

• Imagine you represent ALL the Salford 
VCSE groups – the WHOLE sector

• Write a One-Page Impact Report for the 
SECTOR

• What would you say



• Intro & Activities – who are the sector and how would you 
describe what the sector does

• Outputs – How many people does the sector help – are there 
specific categories that would be useful to break down

• Use X for the numbers you don’t know

• Outcomes – How could you measure what IMMEDIATE difference 
the sector makes AS A WHOLE – do we share similar PEOPLE 
outcomes

• Impact – How could you measure what LONGER-TERM difference 
the sector makes as a whole – what is our combined impact –
PEOPLE / COMMUNITY / ECONOMY / ENVIRONMENT

• Make up some lovely feedback! (for this exercise) Use your 
knowledge of what people think about the sector



The Big Question

• Could Salford VCSE organisations 
in Salford agree on some key 
shared outcomes to help to sell 
the ‘total impact’ of the sector?



http://onepageimpactreports.com

http://onepageimpactreports.com/

